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Abstract
\Ve survey some recent results in inrormation-ba:sed complexity, We focus on the worst
ca.se setting and al::!o indicate some average case resu!r..,.
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1 Introduction
The purpo~c of this paper is to give the reJ.der ~ome of the flavor of lOformatlon·O:l.Sed
complexity, to survey some recent results a.nd to indic3.te future research direct ices.

Information-bas(d, comp{ez~'t!l is the study or the Intrmslc difficulty of solving problems
for which the information is partial, contaminated, a.nd priced.

Problems (or which only such information is availa.ble may be found in diverse areas
in('luciing:

mathematica.l

economICS,

Image

unde~ta.nding,

applied

mathematics.

decision

theory, numerical analysis and many branches of SCIence and engineering. H the information
IS

partial and/or contaminated the problem caD. be only approxima.tely solved.

An

expository account of information-ba,.,ed

complexity may

be

found

In

Traub

and

\Vo~niakowski (198430). The re:J.der IS also referred to the papers of Traub (1985a,b) where

complexity of approximately solved problems and the role of information are discussed from
::L

general point

\\'~

or

view.

now illustrate informatioa-based complexity by three examples. In each example we

d~r:ne

problem. information and model of computation.

E,,(3.mpie 1.1: Continuous Binar-), Sear-ch

T:rls is a genera.!izatlon of the twenty questions ga.me. The reader is ~ked to think of a
real number x from the interval F
prescribed accuracy E, E

>

=-

(0.1).

Our aim is to find the number ;( to within a

0, by asking questions whose answers are either true or (abe.

We assume that any such questioo. is allowed and that each questioo. has a fixed cost of
c. Moreover, we can perform arithmetic oper3otloas and compartsons of rea! numbers. \Ve
~sume

that such operations cost unity and are performed exactly, i.e., we use the rea!

3

number model of computa.tion.

\Ve wish to find the number x to within
5~3.rch

f

with minima! cost. The contmuOIJ:; bin::l.f:';

problem is form3.lized as foJ!ows:

Problem:
For each,

In

F -

(0,1), fiod

x,

such that

Ix - x,1 ::; " ,

E (0,1).

Information:
(i) We know a priori that x E F =- (0,1).
(ii) We caD ask questions about. subset membership,
i.e., [or an arbitra.ry subset T of F we caD compute

Q(x,T) -

t:

if x E T,
if x t! T.

Model of computation:
(i) Ea.c:b question costs c, c

> o.

(ii) We ca.Q perform arithmetic operations and comparisons
in the real number model. Each costs unity.

a
What is the f·complexity of the continuous

minimal cost of finding x E

~

bina.ry search problem, i.e.,

wh3.t is the

Which questions should be asked and how the answers should

be combined in order to rlOd x f with minimal cost?
Let comp( E) denote the E4complexity. It is easy to cheek that we have to ask a.t least k .....
[log',.'!(I/£) 4
questions,

11
i.e.,

questions in order to find
by asking

Xl'

whether x is

uncerta.inty. For the first question 0'

This bound can be achieved by asking bisection
less

than

the

midpoint cr of an

interval of

=- 1/'!, a.nd (or the second cr is either 1/4 or 3/4,

depending on the answer to the first question. Then x~ is the midpoint of the la.5t int.erV3.1

4

of uncertainty_ ~ote that in order to pose the ith bisection questio::J. we bJ.\"e to know the
answers to the (i-I) previous Questions.

We caD. find x f by asking k simult:lneously posed questIons where k :s
qu{'s~ion

is givec. by: ~ Is the itb bit of x ~ero?", for i

=- 1, .. ', k.

Tbe~

3..S

Ldore

The It;l

we set

k

x~

L

.-,

... .

will:re hi =
hi' i =

biZ"i

+

2"'(11:+1)

0 if tbe ith question is a.nswered affirmatively and b i =

1, ... , k. are known. the number x~ Ca.D be obta.ined with no extrJ. cost. Ind,"~d. hi

From this we t'a.sily conclude tba.t the i-complexity

,omp(') This

mt':l.DS

, [logol/' -

rule

of

IS

given by

II

that no matter which. questions are asked and bow the answers

is impossible to find
the

1 other'.vlse. \\"L.en :l:~

Xl

combining

3re

combined. it

with cost less tha.n comp(£). Questions about successive bits of x and
them

given

by

xE

=-

.b t b 2.,.b k l

are

optimal in the sellse of

minimizing the cost,

\\'t' Wish to .5trt"~s that comp(f') denotes t!J.~

berw,'('o x :lod x E
the WOr!it

IS

l1:orst ea"e £·complexity, Tb3.t ;5, the error

'.lllL'ay" not greater th:l.n f', and the cost of obtaining xI:

IS

dt'fined by

C3.5e,

Continuous binary search. for the average ea"e

IS

anJ.lyzed in Section 5, Here, average case

means that the error and the cost are defined on the average relative to some probabilit.y
me3Sure,

Continuous binary se:lrch with contaminated information is analyzed by Rivest, Meyer,
Kleitm:l.n, Vlinklmann and Spencer (1980), They seek

3.

subset A of F -

(0,1) sueh that x E

5
A ,'lad Lebe~gue mea.sure of A does Qot exceed t. They

3.S5Ume

receive erroneous answers. The result IS that for small

l,

that up to p of the questions

+

roughly log~cl

plog)og~cl

questlons are needed to solve the problem.

o

Example 1.2

Linear Equations

\Ve wish to approximate the solution of a. Ia.rge system of linear equations Ax
A

IS aD men

b

IS

:::::a

b

Here

nonsingular matrix and b is a. vector. \Vithout loss of generality we can J..:5sume

normo.lized so t.hat JlbflJ. =- 1. Assume that n is so large that the 0(0:) storage and/or

O( u 3 ) arithmetic opt"rat.ioDs needed ror standard direct methods are Dot feasible. The matrix

A

"IS

orten sparse, which mea-os that one can supply a. subroutine which computee:: :\z for

any vector z in time and storage proportional to

That is, A E F where F is a. class oC

0..

Typica.lIy A enjoys certain propt'rties.

Don~ingT.llar nXD matrices. Examples of such d3.S3es

F

Include <;ymmetrlc m::J.trices, symmetric positive dertnite "la-trIces, and matrices with bounded
concl;::on numb~r.

l'.",lng this type of iilform~tion we want to find an approximate :;olution with minlm3.1 cost.

The IlOe3or equations problem is forma.lized as follows:

Problem:

bllz S"

f", f"

(i) We know a priori tha.t A E F and we know the vector b,

IIbll

For each A

In

F, compute a vector x€ such that jf.\.xE -

E (0,1).

Information:

(ii) We can only compute Az

(or any vector z.

=

•

1.

Model of com putation:
(i) Each

matrix~vector

> o.

multiplication Az costs c, c

(ii) We can perform arithmetic operations, comparisons, the evaluation of
elementary functions (such as square root, sine, cosine and th.! like),
in the rea.l number model. Each of them costS unity.

IT

Let comp(f) denote the
X

f

=-

xf(A,b). Here, as

IIAxf(A,b) -

bl~

f~complexity
In

oC thi!!l problem, I.e., the minimal cost of computing

Example 1.1, we assume a worst case setting. That is, the error

has to be no greater than f for all ma.trices A from the class F and the

cost of computing xiA,b) is defined by a worst A.

is

\Vb:lt

the

f-complexity

of

the

linear

equations

problem?

\Vhich

matrix-vector

multiplications should be performed and bow the obtained vectors sholdd be comnlDed in
order to compute xe with minimal cost?

The :..nswer depends on

tile

class F. \Ve

report here

the result when F

('()n~i::!~

or

:;ymmt'tric posit.ive dt'finlte mafrice!!l with unif0rmly bou:lded condition nllmbers. TOolt i:o
F

=-

{A

A == AT

>

0

WOZnt:l.KOW5ki (1984b) one C:l.n show that ror small c large ,\1 :lad n

>

\jI/-::lnl-:'/ft/"l, we

hlV('

cornp«) -

where

3f

(c + ',)W1'ln(Z/<)/4

E [O,c+lOnj.

The upper bound is obtained if the vector x!

IS

computed by the minima.l reSIdual

algorithm using Krylov inform3.tioD. Nk(A.b) ,.. [b,Ab, ... , ;\kb] with k roughly equal to

-,
~f1/::n(2/e.)/2

. Thus, Krylov information and the minimal residual algorithm are almost

optimal in the

~en:se

of minimizing the cost.

:\ detailed analysis or this problem (or diHereot classes F is considered by Chou (1985). He
J.bo analyzes the complexity of the approximate solution of the eigenvalue problem using the
resuits of Nemirovsky a.nd Yudin (1083) and Kuczynski (1984).

The average C'3.Se complexity of the Iinea.r equations problem (as well as of the eigenvalue
problem) ba.s aot yet been studied.

o

Exa.mple 1.3

Integration

Suppose we wish to approximate the integral

r_

1r, '"
0

Assume we know some global properties of

f(t)dt. of a. scalar rea! function

r

for ( E

e.g., F is a class of smooth, convex or

perindic functions. \Ve also ha.ve a. subroutine which computes f(t) (or any point t from tbe
Int~rn! [O,~:rrl. \Ve are charged for each subroutine ca!1.

l'sing this type of informJ.tion we want to compute an approximate v:due of the iot<:'gr:11
With

minim~1

cc:;t. The integratloc. problem is form3.lized as iollows:

Problem:
For each f in F. computt' a rea.l number

x~

Inrormation:

(i) We know

that rEF.

(ii) \V<! can compute f[c) for any

Model of Computation:

t

E [O;~;il.

such that

'l~rrt)dt - x~1

< (,

!

>

o.

-~---------

8
(i) Each function evaluation costs c,

C

> o.

(ii) We can perform arithmetic operations, compari:sons and the evaluation of
elementary functions in the real number model. Ea.ch of them casts unity.

a
Let comp(t} denote the E-complexity or the integration problem, i.e., tbe minimal cost of

computing

x~

greater tha.n
worst

E

xf(r) (or the

WOr3t

ca.se. Thu3, the error

1[2~t)dt

- xf(f)1 h8.5 to be

0.0

for (Ill f from the cla.ss F a.nd the cost of computing xt(f) is defined by a.

r.

What

13

the i-complexity aC the integration problem?

At which points should ( be

sampled and bow to combine these samples In order to compute x( with minimai cost?

\Ve report bere the result (or one particular class F consisting of periodic {unction!!! whose
(r-l)st derivative IS absolutely continuous and rth derivative is bounded In the Loo norm by
unity,

r2: 1,
F -

F, -

{r : 10,211"1 -

R :

r i,

periodic, ~"I is .bs. coat., II~'%"

::;

1}.

Bo.sed on the results of 8a.khvalov (1971) a.nd Motornyj (1973) we have

Here Kr is the F'ly:t.rd constao.t,
'"C

K, -

4/".

L

(_1)'1'+') / (2i+1)'+' ,

K,eI1,,,./2I,

,-0

Note that we know the e.complexity to within the cost of one arithmetic oper3.tion. Let n
-

j(2:'rKJf)I/~.

midpoint rule

The approxima.te value of the io.tegni C3.o. be computed by the composite

,

x~ == 2;;/oL r(:!ii1.i.1)/n).

,-,

9

T!lus, the sampling or

r

at equally spaced points and uSing the very simple composite

midpoint rule turn out to be optimai for the class F. We stress that this holds only because
of the periodicity of the functions f. For many different classes F, dirferent and more
complicated formulas are optima.l.

The reader interested in the integration problem is

referred to Traub and Woiniakowski (1980) where a.bout 100 paper.! a.re cited with optimal

formulas and complexity

resul~

(or many different classes F (or the worst case setting.

The average case setting for the integra.tion problem is studied, (or instance, In a. recent

paper of Lee and Wasilkowski (1985).

D
We hope that the three exa.mple:s presented above give the rea.der some intuition about
information·based complexity. Each problem of inrormation·ba.sed complexity consists or three
concepts:
problem rormulation
inrormation
model
computation.

or

\Ve now briefly discuss these three concepts.

1. The problem rormulation states what we W3nt to approximate, (or which problem

e-iements we are seeking this approximation and what We mean by error criterion. For
mstance, for the int .. gration problem we want to approximate the integral, problem elements
a.re (unctions (rom a. given class and the error criterion is that the absolute difrerence
between the integrJ.1 ana Its approximation does not exceed! {or any integrand from the
glven class.

2. Inrormation is described by

a. priori knowledge that the problem elements belong to a set. Examples of such
sets are: the set of real numbers on the open unit interval, the set of symmetric
matrices or tbe set of functioo.s or a. prescribed smoothness.

10

certain information operations on problem elements. Examples of such operations
are: questions, matrix· vector multiplications or samplings of a. function.
The three fundamental a.s.sumptions on information are:
rnformation is partiaL That is, having a. priori knowledge and a. finite Dumber of
information operations, we canDot, in geoerai, identify the problem element
exactly. Therefore We canDot solve the problem exactly.

Information

~

contaminatt!d. That is, it

j,

computed with some error.

Examples

of such error are: .some questions receive erroneous answeI"3, rnatrix·vector
muitiplic3.tions and (unction evaluations a.re computed with round·off. (For
SImplicity, we defer di!!!cussioQ of informa.tion error to Section 5.)
Informa.tion is priced. That is, we are charged (or each information operation on
a problem element.

3. The model or computation states what we are charged (or pt:rmi""ible Information

operation" a.nd (or pe1'mi""ible combinatory operation"

aD

this information.

Remark 1.1
In the three examples we assume the real number model of computation.

That. IS, we

assume that
real

numbe~

are u.sed

arithmetic operations, comparisons and the evaluation oC elementary functions are
performed exac~ly (i.e., with infinite precision) with unit cost.
Although

infinit.e

preCIsion

does

oat

exist

In

actual

computation,

it

IS

m:J.them:J.tical :lbstractioo. Further discussion on the real number model :lnd

a very
00

useful

other models

of computation may be found In Section 5. \Ve empha.size that the "u:ser" C:).!l choose any
model he likes

:!11Cb

~ various formal models of theoretical computer sC::D.ce.

0

We are now ready to discuss the concept of E-complexity which is central to informiltionbased complexity.

The €-complexity is the minimal co"t which is required to compute

approximatio!ls to within

€.

To do tbi:s. we u!!!e information opera.tions and an algorithm

which obto.in:s an approximation by performing combinatory operatioos on the information.

11

The centra! issue of information-b3.5ed complexity is to rind informa.tion and an al!!;orithm
which a.re optimal, i.e., they compute approximations to within E with cost equal to the
E-complexity.

Usually we can only find bounds on E-complexity. To obta.in an upper bound, it is enough
to show that a. certain Dumber of information operatioIl:5 and a. number of combinatory
operations are .sufficient to compute

3.Il

approximation x('

The total cost of such operations

is then a.n upper bound on the i-complexity, To obtain a lower bound on the E-complexity
one h3.5 to analyze ail possible wa.ys by which an approximation x f caD be computed. For

example, we glve a. lower bound on the E-complexity for the linear equations problem (or a.
certa.in class of matrices. This means, that

0.0

matter which matrix·vector multiplications are

performed and how these vectors are combined, it

IS

impossible to find an approxima.tion x,

with cost less than the lower bound.

Typically, in computational complexity it

I.,

bard to find good lower bound.,.

We stres~

th.:lt in information·ba.sed complexity, lower bound.s are often found by analY4ing permissible
informacion. \Ve rind the minima.l [lumber of information operations needed to identify the
eX:l.ct solution to within a. prescribed accuracy.

In the three example:!! we consider the wor.,t

CtMe

setting. The worst C3.Se setting

IS

char.:lcteriud by two properties:
the error is no greater than a. pre:scribed accurJ.cy (or all problem elements,
the cost of computing an approximation is defined by a wor.,t problem element.

A diHerent a.pproach might be to define the error and cost on the average.

This !eJ.ds to

an average ease setting in information·ba.sed complexity. This setting is briefly discussed In
Section 4. A survey of average case may be found in \Va.silkowski (198530). There are also

12
so:ne

other

appro:J.ches

such

as

probabilistic

or

asymptotic settings.

They are

generalize:!!

examples

bndly

mentioned in Section 5.
\Ve

summanze

the

rest

of

this

paper.

Section

2

the

of

the

Introduction. It deals with a. Dormed worst case setting. The notion of information is
precisely defined. Nonadaptive (parallel) and adaptive (sequential) information are discussed.
\Ve show that

the

intrinsic uncerta.inty of information is measured

by its radiu3 of

information. The radiu5 of informa.tion pJaY5 a major role in our study. The notions of
f·("omplexity and optimality of information a.nd a.lgorithm are precisely defined.

Section 3 deals with linea.r probleIIl3. Results concerning the power of adaptioD. and the
existence of linear optimal error algorithII15 are

a.ddre~ed.

Spline algorithms, optima.l

information and (.complexity of linear problems a.re brieCly discussed. In particular, we
indicate that the (.complexity of a linear problem can be arbitrarily large. A list of linear
problems of special interest :lnd some nonlinear problems studied from the information·ba:sed
complexity point. of view conclude Sectioll 3.

Sections 1 through 3 are primarily devoted to the worst C3.Se setting of "Information-ba:sed
complexity. In Sectioo 4 we briefly discuss the average C3.Se setting and iliust,r'J.te it by the
cootioTloTls binlry search problem.

This analysis seems to be new. Section 5 completes the

paper by outlining alterna.te settings of information· based complexity a.nd indic3.ting future
research directions.

13

.J

:-\ormed ,Vorst Case Setting

~.!.

Formulation

We present an abstract rormulatioD. which includes numerous important problems a.s special
caseS. This is the "armed

wor~t

ca"e setting.

It is based on two major assumptions:

UDcert:linty is me~ured by a. norm
a worst ca.se is used to de£ine the error and the cost oC algorithms.

Let F and G be gIven set.s and let S be a given mapping

S

F -

G.

We call S the "olut£on operator. The set G
space.

IS

a.ssumed to be

3.

subset of a normed linear

For given nonnegative E, our goal is to compute a.n i-approximation x f

xe(f) to

-

the element S(f), rEF, I.e., to compute xt: such that

IIS(c) -

x,1I s ..
r.

In order to compute x f we must know something about

Assume that for

gather knowledge about r by computing some L(r). Here L : F denote a

cl~s

or

rEF

we can

H for some set H. Let ...1

permissible informatioD. operation3 L.

For example, for the continuous binary search problem, ,1 COD.3ists of questions, i.e., L(f) E
H =- {O,l}. For the linear equations problem, A consists of matrix-vector multiplications, i.e.,
for ( == A, L(A) =- Az for some vector z, H -

RD.. For the integratioo. problem, ,1 consist3

of function evaluations, i.e., L(f) == f(z) (or some point. z, H = R.

\Ve are charged for each computatioD. o( L{r). \Ve

~sume

operations, such as the addition of two elements of G, gl
scalars, Ctg (or

Ct

that we can also perform certain

+

gz for gi E G, multiplica.tion by

E Rand g € G. We assume here the real number model

~

in the

14
examples of the ~D.troduction. Thus, we assume that each operation is eX:l.ctly performed with
unit cost. \Ve wish to find an f-approximation with minimal cost. The normed worst

C:1.5e

setting is formalized as (cHows:

Problem:
For each

r

In

F, compute x f such that

IIS(f) -

xfll :S

!, £

> o.

In(ormation:

(i) We know a priori the solution operator S and that rEF.

(ii) We

C>D

compute LU) (or any LEA and any ( E F.

Model of computation:
(i) Each information operation L(f) costs c.
(ii) We can .perform certain combinatory operations exa.ctly, such as a.ddition
of two elements (rom G and multiplication by sca.la.~, at unit cost.

IT

Remark 2.1
We stre" that many (but

1101.

all) problems can be formulated

In

the Dormed setting

prt'sented a.bove. For insta.nce, the continuous binary sear::b problem corresponds to F '- G

-= (0.1) :lnd S(f) ". f; the integration problem corresponds to F being a. cl.:LSS of real
functions, G ..... Rand S{f) is the integral of f over the interval [O,2:i!'j.

\Vbat a.bout the linear equations problem? It is e:l:SY to see that it cannot be rormul3.~ed In
chis setting. It can be formulated if we me3Sure uncertainty Jirferently. \Ve a.chieve this as
follows.

Let F a.nd G be given sets a.nd let W be a. given mapping

W: F 'R+

_

20

where R+-[O,+oo) a.nd 2G

IS

the cI~ of a.1l subsets of G. Thus, \V(f,f) IS

J.

subset of G.

15

\Ve assume that W(f,f) is nonempty a.nd grows as

f

incre3.Ses. Thus the mapping Vo/ has

two properties

(i)

WU,o) ...

¢

'v' rEF,

These two propertic:!I of W ena.ble u.s to define an e·approximation.

f

is now

aD.

x,

An e·approximation

0/

element x f of G such that

E W(",).

How restrictive are the assumptions (i) and (ii) ? The first one sta.tes that there is something
to find. With the interpretation tha.t

E

measures uncertainty, the second assumption states

tbJ.t as the required uncertainty decreases, the set of element" that satisfies the criterion
becomes smaller.

The

mapping

Thu"" one may view these

W

is

tWo

properties as nonrestrictive.

called a. generalized ",olution operator.

previous derinition Since WU,<) -

(x E G:

It cle3.rly gener3.llzes

the

IIS(r). xii S <} satisfies (i) and (ii). The

linear equations problem is now formulated as

WIA,<) where

r=

{x E R"

IIAx· bll S ,}

A belongs to F and G ... RD.

\Ve do not pursue the analysis of the gener:l.lize·d operator \V here. The reader can find
such an analysis in Tra.ub, Wa.sdkowski and \Vofniakowski (1983). A relation between 3.
normed setting and this generalized setting may be found in \Verschulz (19833.).

0

16

f·
_.... I
n ormatIon

00

r

How can we ga.ther knowledge about a. proolem element

in order to compute an

f.approximation? We can compute LU) for any operation L, L : F -

Suppose we decide to perform n(r) such operations on

r.

H. from the c!a.s3 .L

Clearly, since we are charged for

each of them, we would like to minimize the number n(f) of operatioDS which are necessary
in order to find an

\Ve

DOW

€.

approximation.

discuss two

cl~e5

of information. The first one

IS

the c1a.ss of nonadaptil.:e

information. Namely, N is called nonadaptive information iff
NU) -

[Lm, L,(r), ... , L.(f)],

That is, (or any

r we

perform the same Dumber oC operations, n( f) _ a, and they are given

by permissible Li , Note that L1,

[.2' .. "

LQ are given simulta.neously. The number

the cardinality of information N. Sometimes we write N _

NI10D

D.

is ca.!led

to stress that N is

D.onadaptive.

The computation of D.onadaptive information can

be dOD.e

in parai1el very efficiently.

lndt'ed, if one h3.'5 n processors then the ith processor can compute Li(f), i =

1. 2 ... "

D.

and the t.otal time needed to compute N(f) is equal to the mx:<:imal time needed by oo.e of
the

n

processors.

Tha.t's

wby

nona.daptive

inform3.tioD.

is

sometime-s

~:l.ll¢d

parallt:l

tnformation.

The second class of informat'loD. is called adaptive, For adaptive inform:l.tion the number
n(f) of opera.tions may va.ry with an element f and the choice of ith operation L j may
depend on the (i-1) previously computed va.lues. More precisely, N is called adaptive if

NU) -

[L,U), L,U; Y,), ... , L,(nU; Y" ... , Y'(r)-,)j,

I,
where Yl =- L1(f) and Yi = Li(f; y\, "', hi) for i = 2, 3, .. " aU)· Thus, Yi denotes the ith
.... J.!ue of information operation. Here we assume tha.t for fixed YI' .. " hI' Li( ' ; Y1,
E .1. The number aU) denotes the total number of opera.tions involving the element

called the cardinality

0/ N at

make a. decision whether a.nother information opera.tion
ba..sed on available knowledge about

r.

That

IS,

IS

Suppose that we

needed. The decision is ma.de

fr teriy I'

i. Otherwise, if terlyl' Y2'

Y2' "', Yi) =- I then we
"'f

Yi) -

0, we choose the

(i+l)st permissible operation Li + i ( ' ; YI' ... , Yi) and compute Li+l(r; YI' ... ,
thee. repeated.

n(f) -

Thus, the cardie.ality nU) at f

min {i

teri{y,. Y, •...• y;l -

IS

done, for instance by taking ter.Jy"

This process

I}

... , Y•.)

By the carrit"nal£ty of adlptive information

=
~

15

finite. This can b~

I for a. lJ.rge k.

we mean

sup (n(l) ; rEF}.

Sometimes we write N =

Adaptive

yJ

defie.ed as

finite, we usuaily choose terminatioe. function3 in silch a. way tha.t n( r)

n -

and is

we have a. Boolean function

{O,l}, ca.lIed a. termination function.

terminate the computation and nU) =

IS

t,

f.

The number n(r) is determined as follows, see also Wasilkowski (19S5b).

teri : Hi -

.... )"i-l)

information

j\i&

to stress that N is adaptive.

requires

sequential

computation.

"\Ve

have

computed in order to decide whether another inform3.tion operation

to
15

walt

until

y.,

IS

needed, and if so,

what the (i+l)st permissible operation is. That's why adaptive information is sometimes
caJ!ed sequentIal inform3.tioc..

18

To illustrate nona.daptive a.nd adaptive information consider

H n(f) _ n and the

poin~ tj

r as

a. scalar function and

are given simultaneously (a. priori) then N i.s nonadaptive. If

n(r) va.ries a.nd/or the choice of the point

tj

depends on ((tt), f(t z}, .. " ((ti-I) then N 1:1

adaptive.

In either case, knowing

N'U) we are, in general, unable to identify

r

uniquely. The

information operator N is many-tQ.one and there exist many elements f which sha.re the

sa.me information. The information is called partial since NU) supplie" only pa.rtia.1 knowledge
about

r.

Note abo that the computation of N{f) co~t". It

L5

c1ea.r tha.t the cost of NU) depend.s on

the c3.rdinality Il( f).

2.3. Radius of Information
Let N be adaptive or nonadaptive informa.tion as defined in Section 2.2. Since N is partial.
It

r.

causes uncertalDty in the solution.

(f

e F

N(f) -

y}

the set of indistinguishable problem dements, a.nd

SN·l(y) -

IS

=- N(f) be the computed information a.bout

Then
:'i.l(y) -

IS

Let y

(Sf;) e G :

:"-i(r) -

y}

the set of indistinguishable solution elements.

This can be scbematized

~

in Figure 2.1

19

N'!(Y)

S

. f

. SU)

"-

~~
y -

NU)

Fig.2.1

\Ve want to compute x E based on y ..... NU). That is, xe ~ xE(N(f)). The element x t

ShOl1ld approximate SU) as well as a.1I elements S(f)

ror ( e

N"l(y). We can guarantee that

x~

The .smal!ne~.s or the set SN-'(y) is

is a good approximation ifr the set SN-I(y) is "small".

defined by its radiu3.
For a given set A in a Dermed linear space G, the radiu.s of A

rad(A) -

'lOf
xEG

sup

15

defined by

IIx. 'II,

aEA

This is, roughly speaking, the radius of the sma.lIest ball which contains the set A. :-..rote
that rad(SN-l(y)) is the radius or the set of indistinguishable solution elements. It is clea.r
that we caD find

3Jl

i-approximation iU rad(SN-I(y))

<

E

(modulo a technical assumption

that the infimum i.s attained). Define the (global) radiu3 of information as

r(1i) -

sup rad(SN'!(y)),
YEIi(F)

20

The radius of information

IS

the radius of the smallest ball which I:ontains SN<l(y) for a.

worst y. Thus, we ha.ve

Theorem: We can find a.n E-approximatioD (or all
~

r(N)

reF iff

,.

The radim! of inform:a.tioD

pla.~

a major role in informa.tion-ba.5cd complexity.

tbe uncerta.inty 'due to partial information. Obsent that r(N) depend.5

OD.

It me3.Sures
the solution

operator S and on the information N. It does Dot depend on bow an approxima.tion xt is
constructed.

Often,

a.:!

the cardinality of information goes to infinity, the radiu.:! goes to zero. Then we

can rind the minimal cardinalitoy (or which the radius does not exceed

E.

Since the cost of

computing information depends on tbe cardinality, the E-complexity is bounded below by a
quant.ity

which

is

proportional

to

the

minimal

ca.rdinality.

Thi~

will

be

discussed

in

subsection 2.5.

The radius of inrormation ca.n be defined for every setting. For the aver3.ge ca.se setting
the re:lder

IS

referred to Wasilkowski (1985a).

2.4. Algorithms
Let ;\I(f) be the computed information. Knowing NU), 3.n approxim:ltion x f is computed.
Thus, x f

-

¢(N(f)), where ¢

IS

a. mapping,

tP : N(F) - G.
We call

tP

an (idealized) algorithm. The algorithm

tP

combines the known information

(input) a.nd produces an approximation (output) to S(f). An idealized algorithm
using the information N(f). We stre!S that this

15

IS

any rule

a very general notion or algorithm. For

21
some complicated mappings

tP,

implementation may not be pOS5ible.

On the other hand, our

model of computation tells what can be computed and how much it costs. Recall we wish to
compute x~ with minima.l cost.

If the cast of ¢'(N(f)) is high, ¢ will be automa.tically

eliminated as one whose cost i3 far (rom being minimal.

or

course, we sometimes want to guarantee tha.t an algorithm ¢' has some additional

properties such a.s being on-line or enjoying numerical stability.

Then we should restrict the

class of idealized algorithrrus to a class of "realizahle lt algorithIIl:5. '"'Ie emphasize that

restricting the notion of algorithm can only decrea.se the quality of approximations.
Let ¢J be an (idealized) algorithm. We define the (worst ca:se) error of an algorithm 41,

,up{1I

'(IlI.N) -

S(I) - IlI(N(I))

II ;

reF}.

as the maximal dista.nce between the solution element S(r) and the approximation I,6(N(r))
computed by the algorithm </J. From Seetion 2.3, we immediately conclude

Theorem: The radius of information

IS

a. sharp lower bound on the error

or

any

algorithm using N. Thus

r(:>I) -

inr '(IlI.N).

III
This theorem is very useful.

rt

enables us to concentrate on the information level without

the need of a.na.Jy~ing algorithms a.s fa.r a.s uncertainty is concerned.

An algorithm r/J that uses N and whose error

IS

minimal, e(I,b,N) =

r(N),

IS

called an

optimal error algorithm.
For the aver3.ge c~e setting, the error of an algorithm

tP

i:!! defined by the expected va.lue

of ilS{f) - ¢'(N(f))11 with respect to a. given probability mea.:sure on F. The average radius of
informatioll is also

J.

sharp lower bound on the a.verage error of a.lgorithms, see Wa.silkowski

22
( 1983).

2,,5, Complexity and Optimality
In thi, section we precisely define the notions of E-complexity and optimality of information
and algorithm. Recall that the approximation x f =- ¢(N(r)) i, computed in two steps.
y

_

N(f) is computed. and then

Xl

-

¢(y) is computed.

First

Let cost(N,r) denote the

information cost of computing N(f). We are charged for the computa.tion of Li(r), i-l. .... n((),
and if N is adaptive,

we are charged for

the selection or Li . Using our model of

computation, cost(N,f) 2: cn(r) where n(t) i" the cardin:l.lity or N at C. If N is nonadaptive,
the opera.tions Li are given a. priori and cost(N,f) -

cn(f). Let cost(q>,y), y -

.NU), denote

the combina.tory cost of computing ¢(y). Tha.t ~, if the computa.tion of ¢(y) requires the
eva.lua.tion of k combinatory operations, then cost(¢',y) -

k.

Define the (worst ca.se) co"t of the a.lgorithm ¢ uSing information N as

,o,t(.p,N) -

,up{,o,t(N,r) + ,,,,t(.p,N(f))

Thus. cost( <p,N) " the cost of computing y -

reF},

NU) a.nd ¢(y) (or a. worst f.

The f-complezity is defined as the minimal cost of computing an E-approximation,

,omp(') \Ve

stre~

inr {,o,t(.p,N):

ip, N ,u,b tbat c(ip,N) S

'I,

once more that comp(E) is defined a.s the E-complexity for the worst case sInce

both the error and the cost are defined by worst performances.
Information N, and an algorithm <p tha.t uses N, for which

,o,t(.p,II) -

,omp(')

and

e( .p,II) S ,

are called optimal information and an optima.l a.lgorithm, respectively.

More precisely, :"f

should be ca.lled optimal E-complexity information and ¢' a.n optimal E-complexity algorithm.

23
Since i is reg31'ded

a:3

rLXed, we simplify the terminology by dropping the word i-complexity.

Thus. an optimal algorithm using optima.l informa.tion computes an i-approxima.tion with
minimal cost. The central issue of informa.tion-b~ed complexity is to find the i-complexity
a.3

weU

a:;

optima.l informa.tion and a.n optima.l a.lgorithm.

For the a.vera.ge
cost(NJ)

+

Ca.'!Ie,

the cost of an a.lgorithm is defined by the expected va.lue of

co:st(q),N(r)) with re:5pect to a. given proba.bility measure on F. Then the a.verage

i-complexity a.nd optimality of informa.tion a.nd a.lgorithm a.re derlned
erro~

a.5

a.bove with average

and costs respectively, sec Wa"ilkowski{19S5a).

2.6. Cardinality Number
We now show bow bounds on the i-complexity can be derived

~Ing

the notion of radiU3

of information. Recall that the radiU3 r{N) of information mea:iUfe, the intrinzic uncertainty
of partial in(ormation. Let card(N) denote the cardinality of information, i.e., the total
number o( information operation:!! in N(r) (or a. WOr':!lt

r.

By the E.-carainality number m(E) we mean the minimal cardina.lity of information whose
radius doe:!! not exceed

m(,) -

E,

min (card(N)

rl),)

:s

'i·

In order to compute an i-approximation we have to use information N whose cardinality is
at le~t m(E). Furthermore the cost or any a.lgorithm 4> using such inrormation has to be at
least cm( f).

Therefore we have the (allowing lower bound on the f-complexity,

comp(,) 2: cm(,).
Suppose that N is information such tha.t
(i)i~

cardina.lity is m( E),

(ii)its radiu:!! is at most E,

24
(iii)its informa.tion cost is cm(e).
Let I;J be an algorithm that uses N and whose error e(¢"N) is equal to r{~). That is, 0

computes an E-approximation. Assume tha.t the combinatory cost of ¢ is dominated by tlle
information cost,

cost(,p,NU))

<<

cost(N,f),

Then we ha.ve cost(¢/,N) -

't

rEF.

cm(E}. From the a.bove inequa.lity, we conclude tha.t Nand", a.re

J.lmost optimal in/ormation and algorithm, a.nd

comp(,)

-

cm(,).

Thu!!!, we ha.ve found the E-complexity a.lmost exa.ctly and it is exhibited in terms of the

E-ca.rdinality number.

We stress that thj, hold5 whenever there exist informa.tion which

satisfie!!l 3.S5umptions (i), (ii), (iii) and

aD

optima.l error a.lgorithm for which the informa.tion

cost domina.tes the combina.tory cost.

How restrictive a.re these assumptions In practice! Surprisingly enough, these assumptions
hold ror many important probleIM. They hold ror the three examples mentioned in the
Introduction. They also hold (or many linear probleIM as will be discussed in Section 3.

There are some counterexamples as well. One is due to Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis (1984).
They present a nonlinear problem or decentralized control theory ror which m{£)- 0((1/£)-4)
and for which the combina.tory cost is exponentia.l in 1/! ift the famous conjecture P

:f

NP

holds. Thus, it i!!l very likely that for this problem, the combinatory cost dominates the
information cost and comp(£) is much grea.ter than the i-cardinality.
Also Nemirovsky and Yudin (1983) indicate a number of minimization problems for which
there are no known algorithms with combinatory cost comparable
and whose error!!l are proportional to the radius of i!lrormation.

to

the information cost

25

3. Linear Problems
3.1. Definition and Brier History
In this section we discuss some of the ma.Jor results (or iine:lr problems.
all

\Ve begin with.

example of a linear problem. As in Example 3.1, let

(a

1,

S(f) -

((t)dt.

We wa.nt to approximate S(f) knowing

NU) la

ord~r

[((ttl, ... , ((t,)I·

that the f·complexit.y be finite, One ba.'!! to restrict the class F of integrands.

ASSllme that F COD.:5i.sts of functions whose rtb deriva.tives are uniformly bounded. Without
loss of generality, assume jf{r)(t)1

:S 1 (or a.ny t.

This example is a. special ease of the {oJiewing formula.tion. Let F be a. subset of a. linear
space F I having the form

IITrIl S I}
where T : F 1

-

X

IS

a. linear mapping into a. Dormed linear space X.

Note tha.t F is balanced, ( E F implies .£ E F, and COllvex, r,g E F and

t

E [0.1) implies

t(+(l-t.)g E F. \Ve will use these properties or F b~tow.

Let G be a normed linear space and let the solution opera.tor S, S : FI mappmg.

G, be a liruar

We approximate S(f) for ( E F by using linear (unctioo.ats as permissible

information operations.

That is, A is a cla.ss of linear functionals L, L : F I

-

R.

By a linear problem we mean S, F and A defined a.s above.

We give a brief historical note on the study of linear problems mentioning only the most

26
important papers. Sard (1949) studied optimal linear algorithms for the integr::l.tioQ problem

which use function evaluatiolls at fixed points. Independently, Nikolskij (1950) posed the
same problem and permitted the evaluation points to be optimally chosen. Golomb a.nd

Weinberger (1959) performed the fil'3t

.s~tema.tic

study of optimal error algorithms {or the

approximation of a. linear functional. MiccheJli and Rivlin (1977) studied optimal error

algorithms for linear operators uSlDg linear contaminated information. The study of
complexity of problems with partia.l, contaminated, and priced informatioD.

Traub

and

\Volniakowski (I9S0),

and

Traub,

Wasilkowski

Substantia.l portioIlS o( these two monogra.phs are devoted

and
to

'IS

th~

initiated in

Wofniakowski

(1983).

the complexity or linear

problems.

3.2. Adaption
I,5 ad:l.ptive in(orm:J,tion more power(ul than nonadaptive information (or linear problems? III

thill section we show that adapt ion doell not help for linear problems for the worst

c~e

setting. We then brie(Jy discuS5 the lIame is:mc! for different lIetting,.

Our interest in the power or nonadaptive information

IS

motIvated by a number of re3.SOo.s:

1. For o.oo.adaptive information we ha.ve a. natural decomposition (or parallel computatioo..
Becau~e

nonadaptive information minimizell communication requirements, it is also

desirabl~

(or distributed computation.

2. Nonadaptive information is much simpler and therefore much e3.Sler to analyze than
adaptive information. rr we know that nothing can be gained by ulling adaptive information,
we sigo.ificantly cut the search lIpace when lIeeking which information should be ulled to
minimize the COllt of computing a.n e-a.pproximation.

Let N' be adaptive information. That

IS,

-,

?-

IL,! f), L,(r; y,),

:'i'( f) where y,

-

-

L,(r), y;

~

.'"

L'iri f; y l' "', y'in-,)I

L;( f; Y" .. "' y;.,) .nd 'he cardinality n(f) = min{i
R;

1 } for some Boolean functions terj

(uDctional from the gi·;en

c!3.5S

-

, Y"

{O,l}. Here L;(

.. ",

teri(y I'

y;l

lS

•

.. 0'

Y)

linear

.1.

For given a.daptive information NI., we define nonadaptive information

Neoll

of cardinality

0(0) by fixing a.ll values Yi to 2:ero. (Note tha.t r =- 0 E F and therefore 0(0) is we!]
defined.) That is,

N'''(f) -

iL,(f), L,(f; 0), ... , L'(O)(f; 0, ... , 0)[.

Clearly card(NDOII.) S

card{NIl). Informa.tioa

~DOQ

is nona.da.ptive Since

Ll . ; 0,

gIven simulta.neously a.nd the same number of evaluations IS performed for ea.ch

or

I.ha.r. the structure

\Ve

compa.re

mformation

the

Nnoll.

.. " 0) a.re

r.

Observt"

Nllon is simpler tha.n tbe structure of NI. and tha.t Ll-; 0, ...• 0) E .1.

power of ada.ptive

informa.tion

Nil with

the

power of nonadapciyt'

by their radii of information, i.e., by the intrinsic uncertainty caused by

:'i& and ND.OII., respectiyejy. \Ve ha ....e

Theorem:

o
Proor: We pro .... ide a. proof because it is short and straightforward.
Ilne::..r mapping and therefore for y =- ND.OD.(f), f E F, we have

S(N''')"'(y) For any 3et A, A
diam(A) =

(Sf E G :
~

T E F,

-

ND.OD.(C - f) ""'" a}.

G, tbe radiu!! of A i!! related to its diameter

,up{lI., . a,11 : '" a,

E A} by

rad(A) $ diam(A) $ 2 rad(A).
Then linearlty of S yields

Note that :'\jD.OD. is a

28

dia.m(S(N"')"'(y)) -

S

sup{IISU, •

(,)11 :

,up{IISU, •

(,)11 : UI

(i e F, N'''((i . () = 0, i •

(,)/2 e F, N"'U 1

-2 ,up{IIShll : h e F, N'''(h) -

1,2}

(0) = 0)

OJ.

Here we used the (act tha.t F is eonvex and balanced and therefore (1' (2 E F implied that
((I •

(,)/2 E F.

For ( =- 0 we have y=-O a.ad the above inequality becomes the equality. Thu",
~

di.m(S(N"')"I(O))

Since this bolds (or all y,
di.m(S(N"')"I(O))

We

~

On the other hand, (or

di.m(S(N''')"I(y))

~

rad(S(N'·')"I(y)).

ha.ve

r(N''').

r-

0 the con.structioD of ND.OII

yiel~

that the sets (N")"!(O) and

(NlIOllrl(O) are the same. Thus
r(N') ~ rad(S(N')"I(O)) This completes the proof.

The

factor

2 in

the

rad(S(N''')"I(O)) ~ diam(S(N"')"I(O))/2

> r(N°O')/2.

0
theorem

is

not

needed

diam(S(NIIOllr 1tO))_2r(iS lIOIl ), tben r(NlIOII)Sr(:"/'I.).

(or

many

linear

problems.

Indeed,

This holds. for instance, if S is

functional or if the codomain of the operator T, which generates F, lies in

3.

3.

if

Jinea.T

Hilbert space

In raet, we do not know a. linear problem (or which r(:"4 I1OIl )Sr(:'-l') does not hold.

The theorem states that the f3.r more general structure of adaptive inrormation cannot
decreJ.Se uncertainty by more than a. factor of two, as compared to the simpler structure of
nonadaptive information.

The theorem has an interesting history. It was proven by Bakhvalov (1971) assuming that
S is a linear functional, and by Gal and Micche!li (1980) and Tr3.ub a.nd \Vozniakowski
(1980) assuming that the cardina.lity n(f) or a.daptive information is independent of f. The
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general case
setting.

IS

considered by \Vasilkowski (19S5b) who also consider5 the avera.ge

Generalizations

(or

different

information opera.tors

may

be

found

in

C3.!ie

Traub,

\Va.silkowski and \Voiniakowski (1983).

Also, adaption doell not help (or linea.r problem" (or t.he a.verage ca.se setting assumlDg that
the probability measure eOJoys a. certain usymmetry" property.
varying o.(C) was proven by W3:lilkowski (19S5b).

The general ease witb

The case with constant nU)

W3.:!

proven

by Traub, Wa.silkowski a.nd Wozniakowski (19S48,,19S4b), Wa.silkowski a.nd Wozniakowski
(1984a.), and Lee a.nd Wa.silkowski (1985) under various assumptions a.bout the spa.ces F I a.nd

G.
AdaptioD does not help ror linear problems if stocba.stie informa.tion is used, as esta.blisbed
by Kadane, \Vasi!kowski and Woiniakowski (1984). Here it is assumed that each evaluation
is c0l!lputed with some noise. The assumption is that noise j, unbiased.

Also, adaption does not help for a:symptotic settings as shown by Trojan (1984), and
\Vasilkowski and Wozniakowski (19S4b).

\Ve str/'ss that for

~ome

nonlinear problems adapt ion hdps significantly, as is brierly

discussed in Se("'.\on 3.8.

3.3. Linear Algorithms
From Section 3.2 it

fol!c',/~

th<.t (or linear problems we need only to consider nonadapt"IYe

informa.tion,

N(C) = [L 1(C), L,(C), ... , L,U)I·
We now want to find an optima.l error algorithm <p that uses N and Cor which the time
needed to compute ¢(y) is dominated by the time needed to compute y """' NU), I.e.,
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e(¢,N) -

r(N)

and

cost(¢,N(r))«

cost(N,r).

A lincar algorithm is a. good c3.odidate. A linear algorithm, ¢>L, IS an a.lgorithm

or

the form

•

¢L( N(r)) -

Since ql'

Q2'

... ,

I:
L,(r)q"
,_1
qll. are

independent of

r,

they can be precomputed.

Then the a.ctual

computation of ¢(N(r)) given N(!) requires n sca.lar multiplications by elements from the set
G and (0..1) additions of elementoS (rom G. If G -

R then n scala.r multiplications and (0-1)

addition" of rea.l numb en are performed.
For linear problem:! we are thu.s motivated to ask: "Does there exi5t a. linear ~ptima.1 error

algorithm ",J..

r'

That is, does there exi:n. a linear algorithm 41L (or which e(¢>L,N)=-r(N) ~

There is a vast literature on this subject. Linear optimal error algorithm:l ha.ve beeD. found
(or numerou.s linear problcm.s

or

practical importance, see Traub and Wofniakowski (1980)

and the p;ipe~ cited there. For insta.nce, if S is a. linear runctional then there exists a linear
optimal error algorithm.

This is due to Smolyak (1965) ror the real ca.se, see Bakhvalov

(1971), and Osipecko (1976) tor the complex ca..se. If the codoma.in of the operator T, ..... hich

geaer:ltes the set F, is a. Hilbert space and T(kerN) is closed, then for a.ny linea.r operator S,
gIven by a spline algorithm, st"e ~ticchelli and

a linear optimal error algorIthm exists and

15

Rivlin (1977) (or T the identity operator

and Traub and \Votniakowski (1980) ror generJ.1

linear T.

Let us come back to the general ca.se. Does there exist a linear optimal error algorithm for

a. line:l1' problemr The a.nswer
which

DO

IS,

in general, no.

The rirst example of a lio.ear problem (or

linear optimal error algorithm exists is due to Micche!li (1978) and is based on the

papers or ~telkman and Micchel!i (1979), and ~ficchelli and Rivlin (1977).
be found in Tr:lub and 'W'ozoiakowski (1980, pg. 60).

This example can

Packel (1984) a.lso presects a lioear
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problem with no linear optimal error algorithm.

For both proble~ of Miechelli (1978) a.nd Pa.chl (1984) aoe can, however, observe that
there exists a. linear algorithm (lL whose error is slightly larger than

the

radiu3 of

information, I.e., e(¢L,N)/r(N) is c1o:3e to one. Having this in mind, ODe can relax the

previous question by a.sking: "Doe! there exist a. constant d (which one hopes is close to one)
such tha.t

int {.( ",L,N) : ",L i, linear} 5 d riN)
(or every linear problem

The

allSWer

r"

to this question

IS

negative

a,., 1:5

proven

In

a. recent paper of Werschulz and

Wozniakowski (1985). They exhibit a. c1a.s.s of linear problems whose radii r(N) are nnite but

(or which the error of any linear algorithm is infinite.

Furthermore, r(N) can be arbitrarily

sma!! if N i! appropriately cho~eD.. One may expect that the linear problems ror which this
holds are artificially constructed. This is not the case, since an example or such a linear
problem i:5 the invenlion of a finite Laplace transform, a problem arising in remote sensing,
see Twomey (1977).

Thus, there need not exist a linear optimal (or nearly optimal) error algorithm ror every
llne::lr problem. Nevertheless, we caD. sti!i achieve something as wa.s proven. by Packel (1984).
Namely, Packel (1984) proves that ir the range of the solution. operat.or is suitably extended,
then linear optimal error algorithms exist for any linear problem. This indic3.tes that the
range G or the line3.t problem is sometimes too "small" to guarantee the existeoce or linear
optimal error algorithms. If G i:5 suitably extended. then the range of linear algorithms
larger a.od one can find a linear optimal error algorithm.

IS
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3.4. Spline Algorithms
Spline algorithms are optimal or almost optima.l error algorithms. Tiley are derined
follows. First, recall the definition

or

a.5

a. spline element in a. linear space, see (or instance

Anselon. and Laurent (1968), Att.;. (1965) and Holmes (1972).

Let N b. nonad.ptiv. inform.tion .nd let y (J

N(I) -

[L,(r), L,(r), ... , L.(r)]. An element

=- O'(y) is called a. 8pline interpolating y iff
(i)

N(<7) -

y

(ii)

IIT<711 -

min{IITgll : g e F

N(g) -

y}.

"
Tbll", O"(y) is an element which is indistinguisha.ble (rom r under the inlormation N a.nd
which bas minima.l norm a.mong all elements interpola.ting y. The element O"(y) is sometimes

c':llled a minimal norm interpolant. The exi3tence and

properti~

of splines are di"cu5sed in

the papers cited above.

An a.lgorithm
¢'(N(f)) -

tP'

is called a. 4piine a/gof'ithm iff

ScT(NII)).

Spiioo! J.jgontbms !'ujoy ma.ny optimality properties, see TrJ.ub a.nd Wozniakowski (1980.
Cbpter -j). 100 partlcuhr, the error of a spline algorithm is always close to the radius of
informJ.tion,

e(¢',N) S 2r(N).
This holds, even it S is a nonlinear operator. It the r:lnge of T lies in a Hilbert space and
T(kerN) is closed, then the spline algorithm is a lin~a.r optimal ~rror algorithm, i.e .. e( ¢~,:S-)

-

r(N) and

•

¢'( N( I)) -

I: Li(r)Sqi
'-I

where qi is a spline interpolating the unit vector ej

-

[0, ... ,1, ... ,0].

Spline algorithms also

play a major role in the average case setting. In thi:s ca.se, F -

F 1 and the operator T

which define:s a spline in (ii) i:s given In terms of the covariance operator of a probability
mea.sure. The spline algorithm Us linear and has minimal aver3.ge error among a.1l linear
algorithms. It the probability me305ure i3 "orthogonally invariant" then the spline algorithm
has minimal average error among all a.IgorithIIl-', :see Wa.:silkow!!Ski and Wozniakowski (1982).

Spline a.lgorithms enJoy optimality properties for a"ymptotic settings a" well as for difrereot
error criteria, see Trojan (1984), Kacewicz (1984b), Wasilkowski and Woi'niakowski (19S4b),
W ... ilkow,ki (1984).

3.5. Optimal Inlormat.ion
Recall that we can compute L(r) where L
Without loss

or

13

a linear functional from the given c1a.ss

A.

generality we can consider nonadaptive inrormation :SInce nothing can be

gained by using adaptive information.

Nonadaptive inrormation N(f) -

[L1(f), ... , LQ(f)J

COD.!!Sist.s of n functionals Ll' L,. ... , LA' How should we choose LI in order to minimize tht'
cost of computing an e-.a.pproximationr

The cost of N(f) is cn where n i3 the cardinality of N. For fixed cardinality, we should
choose Lj !!Such that the intrinsic uncertainty due to N is minimal. The intrinsic uncertainty
is,

3.:l

we know, mea.sl1red by the radius or information.

That j:s, for given integer
r(N:) -

0.,

ial{r(N) : N -

we wi!!Sh to find No.- =- [Lt·, ... , Lo. -J, Li-e ..1, such that

fL" ... , L,), Ll E ,t}o

Such information N Q - i:s called nth optimal er'r'or' in/or'mation.
We now present .11th optimal error informatioa for the class A or all linear functional.s.
Assume for :!Simplicity that T is injective and it:s range lie:!! in a Hilbert space H with the
iao.er product (',

). \Ve also assume that G i:!! a. Hilbert spc.ce. Suppose that
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A IS

(ST"I)'ST"I ; H -

H.

a. compa.ct operator. Denote by

el' e2•

."

orthonorma.l eigenelements of the operator A.

Then, nth optimal error information is given by

N:U) -

[(Tr'~I)' (Tr,~,), ... , (Tr,~.)J.

4>'

The spline a.lgorithm

using thi~ information is now equal to

•

¢'(N:U)) -

L: (Tr,~;)ST"I~;.

•_1

The spline a.lgorithm is linear and optima] error,
.(~,

t;',

NII. .) _ r(N
.) _,\ 11.+1'
1/'
• Cl

see Traub and Wotniakowski (1980, Chapter3 2-4).
The (-eomplexity can be determined from nth optimal error information as We shall see In
the next section. The problem of nth optimal error information is rehtted to Gelfa.nd

11-

width.s of the set S(F). [( there exist3 a. linear optimal error algorithm, it is also related to
Kolmogoroy n-widt·hs of the set S(F), .see Traub and Woiniakowski (1980, pg. 41). The
reader is rererred to a Teeeet. book or Pinku3 (1985) where the study or variou" n-widths
may be found.

3.6. Complexity (or Line:>r Problems
In order to rind an f-approximation we must use· information N such that ri:--.l) 'S e. Since
adaption doe" aot help
.... [Ll' L2 ,

.,.,

rOT

iine:lr problems, N can be chosen to be nonadaptive. That is, N

Ltll, Li E A. Its cardinality

b~

to be at !ea.:st equal to the l-cardinality a.s

defined in Section 2.6,
m(,) -

mio(card(N)

r(N) $ ,}.

Thi" means that we !!Should use nth optimal error information !'lQ. with n ,.. m(f). In
Hilbert space" with injective T and compact. A, Section 3.5 yields
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m(,) -

min(n : "+11/2

:5 'i·

Sloee io. this case the spline algorithm ha.s minimal error and is linea.r, we

conc~llde

tha.t

information N n• a.nd the spline algorithm ¢Js are a.lmost optimal,

campi') _ cost(<p',N:) - emf').
We caD. choose operators S and T such that Xi goes to zero arbitrarily slowly, Then, the
£.cardinality m(£) can go to infinity a.rbitrarily fast ~ E goes to zero. Thus, there exist
iioear problems with arbitrarily large complexity. Furthermore, there are no "gaps" in the
complexity function.:!, see Tra.ub a.nd Woznia.kowski (1980, Chapter 5). That i3, for any

incre3Sing function gone ca.n find a. linear problem for which

camp(.) -

cg(l/.),

• - o.

This may be contr3Sted with the theory of recursively computable CunctioIlS In which
complexity gaps are known to occur, see Borodin (1972).

3.7. Linear Problems of Special Interest
Optimal error algorithms ror certain linear problems have been the subject or intensive
study. Probably t.he most popular one is the integra.tioo. problem.

There are about 100

p::tpers cited in Traub and \Vozniakowski (1980, Chapter 6) where the integration problem is
an:l.iyzed for many different classes of (unctions. In most cases, the analysis is done for the
scalar case.

The problem or approximation, SU) ... f, bJ.5 been also widely studied. In the book edited
by Babenko (1979). the multivariate approximation problem is discussed, i.e., f is a. function

oC k variables. The dependence oC the e-complexity on the smoothness oC the function.s and
the number of variable.s i.s obtained.

As a. sample

or

recent work on linear problems we mention three examples. The first l.s
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the approximate solution of pa.rtia.l differential or integra.l equa.tions Pu=f. Here t~e iine:lf
partial differentia.l or integral operator P and its doma.in are fixed a.nd the right hand sid~
function f belongs to some balanced a.nd convex set F. InformatioD. about f is given by its
(unctioD. va.lues or by inner product." Then S(f) -

p-I(f) is a. linear problem. In a. number

or recent paper.! Werschulz (1983b,1984) ana.lyzes this problem and shows when a. finite
element met bod is an optima.l error algorithm. The i-complexity is also obtained. The rea.der
is referred to the survey pa.per, Werschulz (1985).

Kowalski (1985) considers a. signal processing problem. He fincLs the radius of informa.tion

a.nd the (-complexity ror the approximation of band and energy limited signals.
Lee (1985) discusses a number o( image understanding problems which arise In computer
vision. He analyzes them (rom the viewpoint o( information-based complexity.

3.8. Nonlinear Problems
\Ve end this section by indic3ting work on a. number of nonlinear probleIru.

Not

surprisingly, the resul~ here are less general than (or linear problems.

One o( the first pape~ in information-based complexity analyzed a nonlinear problem. This
is the paper of Kiefer (1953) which contains the results or his Master Thesis from 1948. He
showed that if {unction evaluations a.re used, Fibonacci search is optimal in searching for the
ma..'(imum or a. unimodal function.

It. is know that. ror some nonlinear probleIru adaption doe3 help significalltly. An example
of such problem is zero finding ror scalar real continuous functions which change sign a.t the
endpoints of the domain, see Sikorski (1982).

1\.3 a. sample of recent work on nonlinear problems we mention three eX3.mples.

The (irst
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is the approximate solution of :scalar or multivariate nonlinear equauons. A survey of recent
re~uJts

may be found in Sikorski (1985).

The second example is the approximate solution

or

ordina.ry differential equations z'it) =

r(t,z(t)) (or t E (0.11 and known 2:(0). Here partial information is assumed about f. The

solution operator is defined as the :solution of the ODE problem. 5(0--z. This problem is
noaiineJor since z depends nonlinearly on f. Kacewicz (1982,1983.l9843,) analyzes this problem

thoroughly,

admitting

even

nonlinear

continuous

operations

on

r.

He

shows

how

the

smoothness of ( and the type of permissible information determine the l-complexity.

The third example is the eigenvalue problem where the approximate eigenpairs are sought
for matrices of large size. Kuczynski (1984) 3Jlalyzes this problem for Krylov information,
that is for information ;'I;k;(A,b) -

[b,Ab, ... ,AiEbJ for some nonzero vector b. This information

is widely used in practice since it can be efficiently computed for sparse matrices. Kuczynski
proves that the generalized minimal residual algorithm almost minimizes the number of
matrix-vector multiplications needed to find an i-a.pproximation. He also shows that the
widely Ilsed Lanczos algorithm is rar from optimal. Chou (1985) uses Nemirovsky and Yudin
(1983) to show qua.sJ optimality of Krylov information and uses Kuczynski (1984) to derive
the !-complexity (or the

c!~

of symmetric matrices with

11AII :5

1. The i-complexity is

proportIonal to l/i for matrices of size larger than 1/f..

\Ve close this section with a few comments on an important book of Nemirovsky and
Yudin (1983), already mentioned several times above.

The book IS devoted to the analysis

of the nonlinear constrained optimization problem
min{f,!x) , x

e

G , fix) ::; 0 , j -

I.2, ... ,m}.

Here G is a subset of a. rea.l Banach space, and fj! for j=-O,l , ... ,m, are continuous scalar
{unctions belonging to some class F. The author3 find sharp estimates on the minimal
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number of function and ri~t derivative evaluations in order to determine the minimum to
witbin

E.

They an3.1yze the da,,:ses or convex J.nd s~rongJy convex functiorus as weU as the

classes oC nonconvex smooth functions.

This analysis is done for a. convex a.nd/or compact

set G. They find bounds all the f-cardinality numb en which quantify the relative va.lue or
convexity

3.'5

opposed to smoothness. The authors do Dot :study combinatory cost and

therefore only lower boun~ on the i.-complexity are obta.ined.

An interesting open problem

is to find the i.-complexity of these nonlinear optimiza.tion problerIl!5.
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4. Average Case Setting
So fa.r we di~cu~ed informa.tion-based complexity in the worst ca.:se setting.
error and the

Tha.t is, the

were defined by worst performa.nce. A more reali!3tie a.pproa.ch might be

C03t

to define the error a.nd the cost on the a.verage.

Reca.1l we wa.nt to compute x( -

This can be done

3.5

follows.

xf(f) which a.pproxima.tes S(f) (or

F. A.5,sume tha.t F l.s equipped with a. probability mea"ure 1'.

r

from the set

How to choose a. "good"

mea.:sure p? Assume rir-lt tha.t F is finite, F-{fl,f2, ... ,(Ic}' Let p(f) denote the probability of
occurrence of a.n element

by

r,

p(C) ~ 0 a.nd ~ p(t} -

1.

Then (or A

~

F, p(A) is given

,f; p(r).

Assume now that F i:!l a subset of the k dimensiona.l euclidean space, F~ Rk. Then a.
natur3.i choice i:5 a. weighted Lebe5gue measure, p(A)

-1

p(r)df.

However, ir F lies in an infinite dimensional space, the choice or measure

}J

is not obvious.

since there is no Lebesgue.type measure in an infinite dimensional space. \Ve stress that
many inCorm<ltion·ba.sed complexity problems are defined on infinite dimension:!1 spaces. For
such problems, infinite dimensioD.a! mea.sure must be u.::ed. \Ve

believ~

that

mea.sur~s

such

:loS

Wiener, or mere generally Gaussian me3,Sures, which are commonly used m many a.pplied
fields, may serve

:loS

good candidates for the average

c~e

setting.

Having agreed which mea.sure IJ should be chosen, We now proceed as follows.
partial information and let ¢J be an algorithm using N. The

a.s
,'·,(.p,N) =

The average

f.

co~t

ccst'·'(.p,N) =

IIS(f) - ¢(N(f))11 p(df).

of ¢J is given by

f. (

ccst(N(f))

+

ccst(¢(N(f))) }p(df).

Let.'i be

average error of ¢J is defined
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Then the average t:-comp/ezity

IS

defined as

comp"'{') _ inf(cos''''{<Ii.N)

<Ii. N such

,ha,

,'"'{<Ii.:")::; ,).

Tha.t i", the average E-complexity i" the minimal average cost of rinding an approximatioD.
whose average error does not exceed E. A survey of recent results for the average r:ase

setting may be found in Wa.silkowski (19853.).

4.1. Average Case Analysis of Continuous Binary Search
\Ve end this :!ection by ana.lyzing the continuous binary search problem on the a.verage. As

fa.r

3-'

we know the ana.lysis

~

new.

Example: Continuou. Binary Search (continued)
We discussed this problem in Example 1.1. The (worst case) f-complexity is
comp(') -

c f\ogz(I/') •

11.

\Ve show that the avera.ge E-complexity

15

essentially the same. First, we choose our

me::l.STlre Jl to be Lebesgue melSure on (0,1). That IS, for a. Borel set A ~ (O,n.

p,(A,l ,..

J:

dx.

Reca.!I that we want to find x E (0,1) by asking questions. Let

\(x) ~ [Q(x;T,). Q(x;T,) •.... Q(x;T'('J)[
d~D.ote

I 1)

the questions we ~k a.bout the number x. Here T j is a Borel s11bset or (O,l) and

the choice of Ti as well a.s the number n(x) of questions may depend

00

the previous

answer3. Thus, N is adaptive information.

Knowing N(x), we find an approximation x€ by some algorithm <D,
That is, xf==a>(N(x)). The average error is now given by

,",(<p.I<) -

/,'IX'

¢(:>;(x))ldx.

q, :

~(O,l) -

(0,1).

4!
and the average cost

costOV'(<>,N)" ['(en(x) + cost(¢(N(x))))dx
where

I!

is the cost of one question. To find the average (-complexity we have to solve the

following minimization problem

comp'V'(,) Assume first that

min{costov,(,p,N)
(~1/4.

fix. !/2Idx -

¢,N such th.t ,",(,p,N) :S ,}.

Set xf.-l/2. The average error

15

now equal to

!/4 :S ,.

Thus. we can solve the problem with cost-D, i.e., eomp&v'(e)_O (or e

Let
1.1.

e<I/4. Consider nonadaptive informa.tion Nk with k -

~

1/4..

/log 2 (1/e) - 21 as

In

Example

,

That is, the ith question is given by: "l:!! the ith bit or x zero t' Then

",,(N,(x)) -

I:
b;ZO; +
,_I

(2)

2-{'+')

where bj=O if the itb answer is yes, aJld b j =l otherwise. It can be cheeked directly that

"v'(¢,.N,) _ ['Ix. IIi,(N,(x))ldx -

Thus, the a"'erage f-complexity

IS

2-1'+2)

:S ,.

no higher than the average cost of ¢>

k

a.nd ~k'

comp'V,('J :S c nog,(!/,) • :!].

(3)

We now show tha.t the bound (3) C3.nnot be subst3.ntia!ly Improved.

First we need the

following e5timate

inr
•

f.

Ix •• Idx

~

(4)

pZ(A)/4

A

for any Borel set A. (Here Jl(A) denote5 Lebesgue me~ure of A.) Indeed, (4) C3.D be directly
verified if A i5 an interva.l. Then using simple geometrica.l argumen.ts it
(4) holds for A being a coun.table union

ot

C:ln

be shown that

disjoint intervals. Therefore (4) is true {or any

--~~----------
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Borel set.

==

Takt now adaptive information (1) with fixed n{x)

n. Let ¢ be a.n algorithm using

:"i, Obser.·e that ;"i(x) takes p different values, where p S 2Q ,

Thu~.

the interval (0,1) can

be partitioned into p disjoint subsets Ai' i-I ,2, ... ,p, such that ¢l(N(x)) is consta.nt (or x E
.'\.

Denote it" value on Ai by c i' cj

l,

-

¢(N{x)) (or x E Ai"

Then (4) yield"

,

,

lx.cddX2: 2: l'''{A.J/4-(2: I'(A.J)'/( 4p )-1/( 4p )2:2-{o+').

A.

,-I

,"I

Thus, the average error of t/J ha:s to be at lest

2"<D+2).

This bound

IS

(5)

sharp. For instance,

(or Nk and tPk defined by (2) we obta.in equality with n-k.
Consider DOW the gl!nerai C3.Se, i.e., ada.ptive inrormatioD. N with varying n{x). Let Bi
d~note

the subset of (0,1) for which o(x) -

i. Then

F"r x. E Bi • ¢(N(x)) takes at most Pi' Pi S 2i , diHerent values. Let Bi be the union of
diSjoint Aij , i-l,2 .... , Pi' Then ¢(N(x)) •
'X

e'"'(.p,N)

-.L:
I_I
00

2: 2:
I-I

:t la.r

00

I).

Ix • c;)dx 2: 2:

A..
Ln IJ

J-I

(4P,r'(:t
I).

J-I

cij (or x

1_1

e

:t
I).

where

1"(.\)/4

J-I

~

I'(A;))' 2: 2: ::-;I"(B,)/4.
I_I

Tbe a-verage cost is given by
cost'"'(4),:'-I) 2: c/,'n(X)dX

Ai.j' From (4) we have

il'(B,) 2: d(,)
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f(f) -

min

(I:'"

00

00

,_1

I-I

I: 2-"I"(B;)/4 :s " I: p(B;) -

I}.

'" 2";p'(B;)/4 : '"
'"
(I:
2:
ip(B;) - " I: p(B;) ,_I

I}.

,_I

ip(B;) :

For a. positive z define
g(,) -

min

I_I

1-1

The value of g(;r.) caD. be found using a. sta.ndard technique, g(z} -...
f(,) -

2"<1+2) (or

la.rge z. Since

g-'(,), we b.ve

Tbis .nd (3) prove, tb.t

comp"'{,) -

c nog.,(I/,) - 21(1 + 0(1)),

.."

- O.

u

0.

Final Comments

5.1. Settings of Information-Based Complexity
\Ve have briefly discussed two settings in information· based complexity: the worst
a.verage C3Se set.tings. There are a. number of different settings which a.re also

or

C:l.Se

and

importance.

One such setting IS a. probahiJi"eie setting In which one seee a.n E.appraximation (or a.
subset of F which bas large measure. The reader

IS

referred to Wasilkowski (l9S.t) where the

a.nalysis of such a. setting can be found.

A different

setting

15

provided

by an tl"ymptotie setting

In

which

one

wants

to

approximate S(f) by a sequence of approximation with best possible speed of convergence.
The

~ymptotic

:!'ctting was analyzed by Troja.n (1984) (or linear problems and by Kaeewiez

(HI84b) (or nonlinear problems. They did not a.s3ume t.ha.t. t.he .space of elemen~ f is
equipped wit.h a measure and showed a. surPrising rela.t.ion bet.ween t.his ~ymptotic setting
and t.he worst c~e one.

The ~ymptot.ic set.t.ing

Wa.'5

also analyzed by \Vasilkowski and

\Vo£niakow:>ki (1984b) assuming t.hat. t.he .space of element.s f is equipped with a Gaussian
rne:u;ure.

They showed a relat.ion bet.ween t.he asymptotic and t.he average case settings.

So hr, the error bet.ween S(r) and an approximation x~ was determined by
Sometimes, a

dirr~rent

IISU) .

xf!l.

error criterion is appropriate. For instance, one may consider the

rebtiv• • rror IISU) - x,[[/[[SU)[[. or • combination or .bsolut. and relative errors. [[Sir)
- xfll/(lls(r)1I
E : F x G -

+

v) for .some positive v.

R+.

In general, one can consider :seme errOf functional

Then t.he error is det.ermined by E(r,x(}.

E dep.nd. only on the dirrer.nce SU) - x,. i.•.• EU.x,) R+.

Sometimes the efror functional
H(S(r) - x,) ror some H : G -

The reader may find t.he analysi.s of different error crit.eria. in Traub, Wasilkowski and

Wotniakowski (1983,198430), Wa.silkowski (1984), and Lee and Wa:3ilkowski (1985).
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5.~.

:-'!cdels of Computation

\Ve have presented several examples where the real number model was a..s~umed as the

mode! or computation. That is, real numbers a.re used, and information and combinatory
operations are performed with infinite preCISion and unit cost.

For scientific computation, rixed preCISian noating point. a.rithmetic is almost universally
used. In the fixed precision model, we ha.ve an a.dditiona.l source of error due to round~ofr,
and numerical stability becomes an important issue.

\Ve use the real number model ra.ther than the fixed preCISion Cleating point. to avoid
being distracted by round-off
should

be studied. Are

i~ues.

there

The numerical stability of optim3.1 error algorithms

the optimality-stability trade-orrs ? If an optimal error

algorithm is numerically stable, then complexity re:sults ror the fixed precision model are
essentially the same as those for the real number model. A more detailed discussion on the
real number and fixed precision models may be found in Traub and Wolniakowski (1982).

·We also assumed "r:quential computations. That
the total cost is the sum of the operation costs.
hI: also studied.

IS,

one operation

IS

allowed at a time and

Par'3ilei or di3tributed computations may

Then one can perform a number of operations simultaneously and the total

cost depends on the number of para.Uel steps and not on the total number o( operations.
We ~:!!umed that the co:st of information operation:s i:s fixed and does not depend on a
sp~cific

operation or a. problem element. For instance, if function evaluations are permitted

then the cost of computing f(x) is assumed to be fixed independently of a. Cunction f a.nd a.
point x. This means, that we are re:l.lly charged (or the use of a. subroutine c:l.li independent
or the body of the :subroutine and it.:! input. In actual computation the cost of computing

((x) may depend on

r,

x

a3

well

3.:5

on the required preci:sion.
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We also M!umed that the cost of combinatory opera.tions is fixed. For example, the cost of

a.ddition or multiplication of two real Dumbers is a.::;sumed to be the sa.me. This a.ssumptioD.
has been made for simplicity.

The study of information-based complexity with ditferent models of computation is a rich
area of (uture rese::LTch. ModeLs which should be studied include those with one or more of
the following characteristic:

parallel or distributed computation
co:st of information operations
or preCISion

depen~

on the specific opera.tion, problem element,

cost of combinatory operations depends aD tbe operation or preCISion.

5.3. Future Directions
A Dumber of directions (or ruture re:!lea.rch dealing with models of computation were
preseo.ted in the previOUS section. Additional ideas are given here.

As we already indicated

in the Introduction, one or the major ruture directions or information based.complexity
should be the study of contaminated inrormation. That is, one assume:5 tha.t one know:5 the
conta.minated information N(f)+e rather than N(f). Sometime:5 the bound on the noise e is
known, a.s

ID

Micchelli and Rivlin (1977), a.od Traub. \Vasilkowski and Wozniakowski (1983).

Sometimes the nOIse e

IS

3.S:5umed to be a random varia.ble with known distribution, a.s in

Kadane, Wa.silkow5ki and Wozniakowski (1984). The contamina.ted inrormation should be
studied for a

number of diUerent 5etting5.

"Mixed"

5ettings seem to

be or practical

importance. For in:5tance, one can use a worst case setting with respect to problem elements

r and

an average Ca.5e setting with respect to the noise e.

Another future direction is the study or prob!eIIl!5 who:5e rormula.tion is only partially
known.

So (ar we assumed that the solution operator S and the class F or problem

e!",menl,s were exactly given. For the average ca.se we al.so assumed that the

pro>o3.bili~y

mea.::.ure JJ is eX3.ctly known. Sometimes, we may have only partial information about S, F
and JJ.
For instance, one may know only some propertIes of /J such as its mean element and its
COV3.rlanCe operator.

This problem was analyzed by Kadane and \Vasilkowski (H18-t) and

Wasilkowski (1985.).

As the next example consider p3.rtial information on F. \Ve call this the "fat" F proc,!em.
To explain the fat F problem, a..ssume that

r is

but we do not know exactly how ma.ny times

a. scalar function. \Ve know that f is smooth

r

is differentiable. So, f E Fr for-a. number of

values of r, where Fr denotes a. class oC r times differentia.ble functions. \Ve would like to
find an algoritbm f/> that works well for all Fr under consideration. Let e(¢"N,F r) denote the
error of algorithm riJ using information N for problem elements {rom the cla..-ss Fr. Tb.:
algOrithm ¢ is good (or the class Fr if its error is c!o:se to the radius of information r{N,F f ).
So, we seek an algorithm r/J (or which e(r/J,N,Fr)/r(:"J,F r) is close to one (or a.1I classes Fr
'lnder consideration.

\\"b.ether such an algorithm exists depends on the problem. For

e:<amp!e, in the integration problem 1.3, the midpoint rule is an opeirriJ.1 error algorithm for
.1[1

F r with r """ l.'2 ..... What characterizes problems for which a. single algorIthm is optimal

[or a. number of cb.sses ? This a.nd similar questions will be focus of future research.
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